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Multi-Queue Request Scheduling for Profit
Maximization in IaaS Clouds
n Ruiz ,
Shuang Wang , Xiaoping Li , Senior Member, IEEE, Quan Z. Sheng , Rube
Jinquan Zhang, and Amin Beheshti
Abstract—In cloud computing, service providers rent heterogeneous servers from cloud providers, i.e., Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), to meet requests of consumers. The heterogeneity of servers and impatience of consumers pose great challenges to service
providers for profit maximization. In this article, we transform this problem into a multi-queue model where the optimal expected
response time of each queue is theoretically analyzed. A multi-queue request scheduling algorithm framework is proposed to maximize
the total profit of service providers, which consists of three components: request stream splitting, requests allocation, and server
assignment. A request stream splitting algorithm is designed to split the arriving requests to minimize the response time in the multiqueue system. An allocation algorithm, which adopts a one-step improvement strategy, is developed to further optimize the response
time of the requests. Furthermore, an algorithm is developed to determine the appropriate number of required servers of each queue.
After statistically calibrating parameters and algorithm components over a comprehensive set of random instances, the proposed
algorithms are compared with the state-of-the-art over both simulated and real-world instances. The results indicate that the proposed
multi-queue request scheduling algorithm outperforms the other algorithms with acceptable computational time.
Index Terms—Profit maximization, consumer impatience, queue, scheduling, cloud computing
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1

INTRODUCTION

ERVICE providers offer resources to service consumers by
renting resources from cloud providers such as Amazon
EC2, Alibaba Cloud, and Microsoft Azure. Service consumers often put up with a short wait [1], i.e., a service consumer becomes impatient if the waiting time exceeds his/
her MWT (maximum waiting time) [2], [3]. The profit of an
agent increases if requests of consumers are met before their
MWTs and decreases when consumers leave. Different service consumers have different impatience levels, implying
that MWTs vary, e.g., MWT is stochastic with the exponential distribution [4]–[6].
Impatient consumers are common in practice. For example, consumers send requests to a call center [7], [8] which
rents servers from Alicloud to fulfill the requests. If service
consumers cannot obtain responses within their MWTs,
they will leave the call center and their satisfaction would
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decrease. The most common resource instance provisioning
alternatives are: reserved, on-demand, and spot. The rental
costs of reserved instances are much lower than those of ondemand but with much longer rental duration. Though spot
instances have much lower costs than the reserved ones by
bidding instances, i.e., the user paying the highest price
obtains the instance, the risk of being interrupted or preempted by a higher bid might lead to late completion or
even higher costs due to multiple rentals. Different rental
instances result in different prices. Therefore, how to select
suitable servers is crucial for dealing with impatient service
consumers to maximize the total profit.
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling
independent requests with distinct MWTs to heterogeneous
servers to maximize the total profit of the service agent.
Requests arrive at the system stochastically. The heterogeneity of the servers means that servers have different rates
which further result in different server configurations and
prices. To maximize the total profit, the service agent rents
resources from cloud providers by reserved and on-demand
instances. In this paper, we do not consider the spot renting
alternative because the MWTs of customers would be violated in the case of failed renting with limited bidding prices. If requests are processed within the MWT, these
requests are executed by reserved instances and are computed by on-demand instances otherwise.
The considered problem is complicated because of the stochastically arriving requests from often impatient consumers,
heterogeneous servers and different types of rented instances.
Requests of impatient consumers in distributed systems are
processed by a multi-queue system [9], [10] that is common in
real scenarios. Each queue contains homogeneous servers,
i.e., the same kind of servers are included in the same queue.
The number of heterogeneous servers and that of their types
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are closely related to the total cost of the rented instances and
the response time of requests. The bigger the number of heterogeneous servers, the higher the total rental cost. Moreover,
less reserved servers lead to more requests unsatisfied and
more on-demand servers needed to improve the response
time with higher rental costs. The main challenges of the problem under this study are:
(i)

How to segment the incoming requests into queues
corresponding to heterogeneous servers in order to
minimize the expected response time,
(ii) How to allocate tasks to specific queues in order to
minimize the number of impatient consumers or to
minimize the actual response time, and finally
(iii) How many reserved and on-demand servers have to
be rented for the stochastically arriving requests in a
period to maximize the total profit.
Over-reserved instances translate into more idle servers
while under-reserved instances lead to more impatient consumers. Furthermore, over-rental of on-demand servers
incur more rental cost whereas under-rental on-demand
servers lead to leaving of more consumers.
We first propose a mathematical model for the considered problem. The MQRS (Multi-Queue Request Scheduling) algorithm framework is then proposed which consists
of three phases: (i) splitting the request arrival rate  into S
queues, (ii) allocating requests of each queue to servers, and
(iii) deriving the number of rental servers. The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
By constructing the M=M=nri =nri þ R model for each
queue Qi , the optimal expected response time can be
theoretically analyzed,
(ii) Based on the proved properties of the stochastic system, a request stream splitting algorithm is proposed
to appropriately split the request arrival rate  into
pieces, and
(iii) To minimize the actual response time of requests, an
allocation strategy is introduced to allocate arriving
requests to the appropriate queues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 details the model
and problem formulation. The optimization methods are
proposed in Section 4. The experimental results are reported
in Section 5, followed by conclusions and future research
direction discussions in Section 6.
(i)

2

RELATED WORK

Handing requests from impatient consumers has attracted a
considerable research attention recently [2], [11]–[14]. Cost
minimization was studied under deadline constraints [11],
[12], [14]. Requests have to be processed before the deadlines.
A multiple priority preemptive M=G=1=:=EDF model for
requests was proposed in [12] which processes requests with
the earliest deadlines. An M=M=m þ D queuing model was
constructed with requests and a constant MWT (maximum
waiting time) D for profit maximization [2]. The deadline factor in [12] is used to describe the impatience levels of different
consumers. All the consumers have the same MWT in [2]. In
this queuing model, the deadlines and MWT are constant [2],
[11]–[14]. However, it is common in reality for different service
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consumers to have different levels of impatience. Unfortunately, very few research works consider requests with stochastic MWT for impatient consumers in cloud computing.
Developing an appropriate queue model dealing with
requests arriving stochastically has been considered [15]–[18],
[23]. Specifically, a multi-queue system processing the
requests has been studied in [9], [10], [19]–[23]. The constructed model in [9], [10], [19]–[21] was considered differently from [15]–[18]. A dynamic assignment of impatient
customers to multi-queue systems using Markov process
technology was analyzed in [9]. Two different queue types
were studied in [9]. The system throughput was analyzed
using the Markov decision process for assigning services to
customers in [10]. Two parallel queues were analyzed for
requests in [19]. Near-optimal policies for multi-queue based
on wait and performance objectives were studied in [20]. A
distributed algorithm was proposed to balance the performance and power consumption for heterogeneous servers
[21] for a multi-queue system. The performance was optimized with power constraint in [22]. A G/G/1 queuing system was adopted to analyze the performance of servers in
distributed green cloud systems [23]. A geography-aware
task scheduling approach was proposed by considering spatial variations in distributed green data centers to maximize
the total profit by intelligently scheduling tasks of all applications [24]. According to the constructed multiple queue models, different objectives were considered [10], [20]–[24]. In this
paper, we consider the multi-queue for requests in terms of
impatient customers for maximizing the total profit, which
was not considered in [9], [10], [19]–[21].
Profit maximization for service providers in cloud computing was studied in [2], [25]–[30]. An M=M=m þ D queueing
model was constructed in [2] to obtain the optimized configurations for maximizing the total profit. Price bidding strategies
by a utility function were proposed to maximize the total profit
in [25]. Customer satisfaction was found to be a major factor to
affect the total profit [26], [27]. A model of cloud networks with
different types of servers was constructed by using the auction
theory [30]. A profit maximization algorithm was studied aiming to discover the temporal variation of prices in hybrid
clouds [28]. A two-stage strategy was proposed to maximize
task scheduling performance and minimize non-reasonable
task allocation in clouds [29]. Requests processed by multiqueue systems were not studied in [2], [25]–[29]. The stochastic
impatience for different consumers was not considered in [27].
Compared to our previous research in [31] that considers
heterogeneous servers in a queue, multiple queues for heterogeneous servers are studied in this paper. To the best of
our knowledge, the profit maximization problem of renting
suitable heterogeneous servers for impatient consumers has
never been considered. This makes the studied problem
closer to real world applications.

3

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Requests arrive stochastically and independently following
a Poisson process with rate  [6], [32] (e.g.,  of the real
requests in Alicloud1 takes 35.6, 41.8, etc. [31]). Cloud
1. http://clusterdata2018pubcn.oss-cn-beijing.aliyuncs.com/
batch_task.tar.gz
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TABLE 1
Notations Used in This Paper
Notation Explanation

S
Qi
mi
cri
coi
nri
noi
R
1
u

pij
Lði Þ
Ti
Tios
Wij
i
PM
Pio
a
v

Arrival rate of requests
Types of servers
The ith queue
Service rate for the i type server
Unit price for reserved servers with mi
Unit price for on-demand servers with mi
Number of reserved servers with mi
Number of on-demand servers with mi
Queue capacity in each queue
Expected MWT of service consumers
Steady state probability with j requests in Qi
Expected number of requests Lði Þ of Qi
Expected response time of requests with split i
Actual response time by allocating requests to Qi
Waiting time of a new request with j requests in Qi
Probability of a new request exceeding the MWT
Probability of requests processed on on-demand
servers in Qi
Income per request
Time period for the reserved servers

Note: in the table, i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg; j 2 f0; . . . ; nri þ Rg.

providers offer S types of servers and each type is regarded
as a queue, i.e., there are S queues Q1 ; . . . ; QS in the system.
There are two phases for scheduling the arriving requests:
(i) they are distributed into S queues, and (ii) the requests in
each queue are allocated to specific servers. The main notations used in this paper are collected in Table 1.
The processing time of a request by a server is an independent and exponentially distributed random variable [31], [33]
where the processing rates satisfy m1  m2  . . .  mS . The
length of each queue in the system is R. Service providers rent
servers from cloud providers with either the reserved or the
on-demand alternative. Similar to [41], on-demand servers
are rented to improve the system performance if reserved
servers cannot meet the requirements of consumers. Corresponding to the server rates m1 , m2 , ..., mS , the unit prices of
reserved servers are cr1 ; cr2 ; . . . ; crS and those of on-demand
servers are co1 ; co2 ; . . . ; coS . The numbers of the required
reserved and on-demand servers are ðnr1 ; nr2 ; . . . ; nrS Þ and
ðno1 ; no2 ; . . . ; noS Þ, respectively. The income is a after a request is
processed. The renting period is v for each reserved server.
Fig. 1 illustrates the system queue model.
The MWT of each service consumer is assumed to be an
independent and exponentially distributed random variable
with the expected time parameter 1u .
MWT ðtÞ ¼ 1  eut :

(1)

The request stream is split into S small streams (queues)
with rates 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; S , which follow the Poisson distribution
by the Controller as shown in Fig. 1. The Controller dispatches
each new request to one of the queues following the firstcome, first-served (FCFS) rule. The capacity of each queue is
R. Requests are executed with reserved servers except in the
following two cases: (i) the queue is full, or (ii) the waiting
time of the requests exceeds the MWT. For these two cases,
the requests are processed by on-demand servers.

Since both the number of queues and impatience have a
great influence on the performance of the system, the theoretical
properties of the problem under this study are completely different from those in [31]. Though impatience was also considered in [35], only a single queue and a fixed number of servers
were considered. For the studied multiple queue problem with
unfixed number of servers, the main challenges are:


Different splitting strategies result in different
response time and further lead to different profits.
Therefore, how to split the request stream is challenging for profit maximization, and
 The number of on-demand servers is crucial for the total
rental cost. Deciding the number of on-demand servers
to be rented is also challenging for profit maximization.
How to split the coming request stream is crucial for the
total profit, i.e., different request stream splitting strategies
lead to different performance. We therefore analyze the performance of the request stream splitting first.

3.1 Performance of Request Stream Splitting
Since requests are processed on either reserved or on-demand
servers, they have different impacts on performance. Generally, more requests to be processed on reserved servers or less
requests to be processed on on-demand servers in a time unit
result in a higher total profit, i.e., it is desirable to minimize
the expected response time. (1) Requests on reserved servers. For
i requests with impatient consumers, an M=M=nri =nri þ R
queue model is constructed. In queue Qi , there are nri þ R þ 1
states f0; 1; . . . ; nri þ Rg and each state represents the number
of requests. We define a variable hðxÞ ¼ 1 if x > 0 and hðxÞ ¼
0 otherwise. pij ði 2 f1; . . . ; Sg; j 2 f0; . . . ; nri þ RgÞ denotes
the steady state probability of Qi with j requests. Therefore,
nri þR

X

pij ¼ 1:

(2)

j¼0

According to [35], pij can be calculated using
pij ¼ hðnri þ 1  jÞpi0
þ hðj  nri Þpi0

ji
mji j!
nri 1

mi

ðnri  1Þ!

ji
Qjnri
k¼0

ðnri mi þ kuÞ

:
(3)

Let
þ
¼
qi;j

nri 1

mi

ðnri  1Þ!

ji
Qjnri
k¼0

ðnri mi þ kuÞ


=
for j 2{ nri þ 1; . . . ; nri þ Rg, and qi;j

j

i

j
mi j!

for j 2{0, 1,

. . . ; nri g. According to Equations (2) and (3), pi0 can be
obtained by
pi0 ¼ Pnr
i


j¼0 qi;j

þ

1
Pnri þR

j¼nri þ1

þ
qi;j

:
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Fig. 1. The system queue model.

Therefore, the expected number of requests Lði Þ of Qi in
the queue is
nri þR

Lði Þ ¼

X

ðj  nri Þ  pij :

(5)

j¼nri þ1

Note that Lði Þ includes the requests waiting in Qi . The
iÞ
expected waiting time W i is Lð
i in the system. Therefore,
PS i
P
W ¼ i¼1  W i ¼ 1 Si¼1 Lði Þ. For the S types of reserved
servers, the optimal split of  into ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ satisfies


W ¼ minfW g ¼

S
nX
o
1
min
Lði Þ :

i¼1

(6)

(2) Requests on on-demand servers. Let Wij be the waiting time
of a new request coming to Qi with j requests. According to
[35], the probability of Wij  1u is

P

Wij

1

u


¼

nri mi
:
nri mi þ hðj  nri þ 1Þðj  nri Þu

(7)

i
The probability of a new request exceeding the MWT PM
can be calculated by

i
PM
¼

nri þR1

X

j¼nri
nri þR1

¼

X

j¼nri

pij



1
j
:
1  P Wi 
u

(8)

According to the above two cases for on-demand request
allocation, the probability Pio of a request being processed
on an on-demand server in Qi is
i
þ pinr þR :
Pio ¼ PM
i

3.2 Mathematical Model for the Problem
With respect to the expected response time T , the optimal
split ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ can be obtained. However, the total profit
of the arriving requests per unit time depends on the strategy for actually allocating them to the reserved or ondemand servers. After the requests in the coming stream
are split into different queues, the actual response time Tios
of requests in Qi is determined by the waiting time in the
queue and the processing time on servers. During the renting period v, dTvos e time units are required. The ratio of proci
essing time of each request to a time unit is dm1i e. Different
allocation strategies lead to different total profits. More specifically, the total profit b is closely related to the rental cost
of the reserved servers nri cri v ði 2 f1; 2; . . . ; SgÞ and that of
on-demand servers noi coi dTvos edm1i e ði 2 f1; 2; . . . ; SgÞ. The coni
sidered problem can be mathematically modeled as follows:


S 
X
v
1
r r
o o v
maxb ¼
i ad os e  ni ci v þ ni ci d os ed e
Ti
Ti mi
i¼1
(10)



1
pij P Wij >
u


Therefore, the number of requests being processed on onP
demand servers is Si¼1 i Pio , which is also closely related
to the split strategy, i.e., it is desirable to have an optimal
split ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ.

(9)

s:t: :

S
X

i ¼ 

(11)

i¼1

nri mi  i ð1  Pio Þ; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(12)

  i  0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(13)

nri  0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(14)

noi mi  i Pio ; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(15)
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noi  0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(16)

cri > 0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(17)

coi > 0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(18)

a >

coS Pio
; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg:
m2i

(19)

Equation (10) indicates that
profit is determined
PS the total
v

ad
e
and the total cost
by
both
the
total
income
os
i
i¼1
Ti
PS
r r
o o v
1
i¼1 ðni ci v þ ni ci dT os edmi eÞ. The total income is affected by
i
Tios and i while the total cost is influenced by both the
number of rented servers and Tios . For the optimal split
ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ, b depends only on ðT1os ; . . . ; TSos Þ in terms of
Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. The profit of Qi (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg) with i is
inversely proportional to the actual response time Tios .
Proof. Equation (10) implies that the profit of Qi (i 2 f1; . . . ;
no co
Sg) with i is ði a  mi i i Þ Tvos  nri cri v in which nri cri v is a
i

constant. According to Equation (15), noi ¼

i Pio
mi

with the

minimal rental cost of on-demand servers. Since coi  coS
and a >

coS Pio
m2i

, i a 

noi coi
mi

¼ i ða 

coi Pio
m2i

Þ i ða 

coS Pio
m2i

Þ  0.

Therefore, the profit of Qi is inversely proportional to
Tios .

4

u
t

THE PROPOSED METHODS

According to Equation (10) and Theorem 1, the profit b is
affected by i ; Tios ; nri and noi (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg). To maximize
the total profit, an optimal nri and noi should be provisioned
to Qi . According to Equation (6), it is desirable to optimally
split  to minimize the expected response time, which
implies that most requests might be processed with the
maximum profit. Furthermore, Tios is minimized by optimally allocating the requests. Consequently, there are three
optimization subproblems in the considered problem:
Optimally splitting  into ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ for the given
number of reserved servers nri and the corresponding on-demand servers noi (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg),
(ii) Optimally allocating requests of each queue to servers so as to minimize Tios (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg), and
(iii) Repeatedly searching to obtain the optimal number
of servers nri (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg).
Due to the considered impatience and hybrid resource
provision, there are new challenges in these subproblems as
compared to the existing studies [31], [36]. All these three
subproblems are NP-hard, meaning that the considered
problem is also NP-hard.
To deal with the considered problem, an MQRS (MultiQueue Request Scheduling) algorithm framework is proposed as depicted in Algorithm 1. The optimal
numbers of


r


~
e .
reserved servers n are initialized to dmm1 e; . . . ; dmm
S
Here ~
nr is an S-dimensional vector representing the optimal
numbers of reserved servers for all the queues in the
(i)

previous loop. Assume that there are d neighborhood structures [42] in MQRS. U ¼ ðm1 ; m2 ; . . . ; mS Þ denotes the service
rates for the S queues.
There are three components in MQRS: Request Stream
Splitting (RSS), Request Allocation (RA), and Server Number Adjustment (SNA). RSS optimally splits the arrival
rate  into ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ for the given number of servers nri
using the Lagrange Multiplier method [37]. According to
Theorem 1, RA schedules the requests in each queue to
the corresponding servers leading to the minimum
actual response time by the one-step improvement policy strategy for semi-Markov decision processes [36].
SNA adjusts and searches the appropriate number of
nr . The
reserved servers. MQRS is repeated until ~
nr ¼ ~
computational time complexity of MQRS is hard to estimate because of the number of iterations is not fixed.
However,
in the worst case, it can
be estimated as

 

 S 2

2
e
d
Smax
;
S
ðd
e
þ
RÞ
.
O dmm
m
mm1
1

Algorithm 1. Multi-Queue Request Scheduling (MQRS)
1 begin
~
2 b
0, ~
nr
0;
3 for i ¼ 1 to S do

4
nr
dmm
e;
i
i
r
5 while ~
n 6¼ ~
nr do
~
6
k
0, t
0, ~
nr
nr ;
7
while k  d do
~
8
b0
0, ~
nr1
nr ;
9
for k1 ¼ 1 to S do
10
for k2 ¼ 0 to 2k do
11
Call RSS;// Request Stream Splitting
(Algorithm 3)
12
Call RA;// Request Allocation
(Algorithm 5)
0
13
Compute ~
nr and b0 by calling SNA;
// Adjustment the number of servers
(Algorithm 6)
0
0
14
if (nrk1 < 0 OR ~
nr U > < ) then
15
Continue;
16
if b0  b then
0
~
~
17
nr
nr , b
b0 ;
18
k
k þ 1;
19
t
t þ 1;
20 return b.

4.1 Request Stream Splitting
Since the impatience constraint has a clear influence on the
response time that is further closely related to the number
of requests in each queue, it is essential to appropriately
split the request stream. Equation (6) implies that minimizing T is related to minimizing the number of requests
PS
i¼1 Lði Þ in the queues. The request stream splitting problem can be modeled mathematically as follows:
min

S
X

Lði Þ

(20)

i ¼ 

(21)

i¼1

s:t:

S
X
i¼1
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i  nri mi  0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg

(22)

i  0; 8i 2 f1; 2; . . . ; Sg:

(23)

~ f; ~
min Hð;
z;~
yÞ ¼

S
X

Lði Þ  f

S
X

i¼1




i  

~
z i i 

S
X

i¼1

r

i

¼

X

ðj 

j¼nri þ1
nri þR

¼

X

nri Þpi0

ðj  nri Þpi0

j¼nri þ1



þ
jqi;ðj1Þ

nri mi

þ ðj 

nri Þu

1  pi0 þ ðpi0 Þ2



1 2 3
i
Þ þ :
ðp

0
(31)
2
4
nri mi þ ðj  nri Þu
þ
jqi;ðj1Þ



iÞ
Therefore, f  0, which means that @Lð
@i  0 and Lði Þ is
u
non-decreasing with the increase of i ði 2 ð0; nri mi Þ. t

Theorem 3. f is non-decreasing with the increase of
i ði 2 ð0; nri mi Þ.

i¼1

S
X

ni þR
þ

X
jqi;ðj1Þ
@Lði Þ
@pi 
þ 0 pij
¼
ðj  nri Þ pi0 r
f¼
r
@i
ni mi þ ðj  ni Þu @i
j¼nr þ1
nri þR

Let ~ ¼ ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ be a splitting vector of the arrival rate of
requests to S queues, ~
z and ~
y be Sdimensional
 P vectors,and f
S
a Lagrange multiplier. We observe that f
i¼1 i   ¼ 0,
PS
PS
r
~
yi ðni mi  i Þ ¼ 0. According to the
i¼1 zi i ¼ 0 and
i¼1 ~
Lagrange Multiplier method [37], the objective function can be
equivalently transformed into

2843

~
yi ðnri mi  i Þ:

(24)

i¼1

The Karush-Kuhn-Tucher (KKT) conditions [38] of Equation (24) satisfy:
8
@Lði Þ
>
 f ~
yi  ~
zi ¼ 0; ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ
ð25Þ
>
>
< @i
~
zi i ¼ 0; ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ
ð26Þ
r
>
~
y
ðn
m


Þ
¼
0;
ði
2
f1;
.
.
.
;
SgÞ
ð27Þ
i
i
>
i
i
> PS
:
ð28Þ
i¼1 i   ¼ 0:

jqþ

i;ðj2Þ
Proof. Let  ¼ ðj  nri Þpi0 ðnr mi þðjnr ÞuÞðn
r m þðj1nr ÞuÞ > 0.
i
i
i i
i
From Equation (31), we have

ni þR 
X
@f
¼
 ðj  1Þð1  pi0 þ ðpi0 Þ2 Þ
@i j¼nr þ1
r

i

 ð1  2pi0 þ 3ðpi0 Þ2 Þðpi0  ðpi0 Þ2 Þj
nri þR

¼

X


 ðj  1Þð1  pi0 þ ðpi0 Þ2 Þ

j¼nri þ1

 ð1  2pi0 þ 3ðpi0 Þ2 Þðpi0  ðpi0 Þ2 Þj

Equation (26) implies that: (i) ~
zi ¼ 0 if i > 0, and (ii) the
zi can be set as 0.
ith type server is not rented if i ¼ 0, i.e., ~
Similarly, Equation (27) indicates that ~
yi ¼ 0 if i < nri mi
and ~
yi can be set as 0 when i ¼ nri mi . Therefore, only the
following conditions are necessary:
(
@Lði Þ
ð29Þ
@i  f ¼ 0; ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ
P
S



¼
0
ð30Þ
i¼1 i

nri þR

¼

X






 jð3ðpi0 Þ4  5ðpi0 Þ3 þ 4ðpi0 Þ2  2pi0 þ 1Þ

j¼nri þ1


 ððpi0 Þ2  pi0 þ 1Þ
nri þR



X



 jð3ðpi0 Þ4  5ðpi0 Þ3 þ 4ðpi0 Þ2  2pi0 þ 1Þ  1 :

j¼nri þ1

Theorem 2. Lði Þ is non-decreasing with the increase of
i ði 2 ð0; nri mi Þ.
@pij

Proof. Equation (3) implies that
@pi0
@i

determined by
þ
qi;j1
¼

@i

(i 2 f1; . . . ; S}) is

mi

ðnri  1Þ!

j1
i
Qj1nri
k¼0

@i

Pnri
¼

q

i;ðj1Þ

j¼1

mi

 Pnr 1
i

j¼0

¼

þ

ðnri mi þ kuÞ

;

jqþ
i;ðj1Þ
r
r
j¼ni þ1 ni mi þðjnri Þu
nri þR þ 2
j¼nri i;j
nri þR
þ

0 r
ni

X
qi;ðj1Þ

ðpi0 Þ2 @

j¼1

mi



P

þ

ðpi0 Þ2 ð1  pi0 Þj
:
i
According to Equation (5),
Therefore,

q

X

j¼nri þ1

1

jqi;ðj1Þ

nri mi þ ðj  nri Þu

A

¼

@Lði Þ
@i

¼

Pnri þR

j¼nri þ1 ðj

¼ jð12ðpi0 Þ3  15ðpi0 Þ2 þ 8pi0  2Þ. When pi0 ¼ 0,
pi0

¼ 1,

@1
@pi0

> 0. There is a value

pi0

@1
@pi0

< 0

2 ð0; 1Þ,

When the server type is selected, there is at least one
server which implies that j  2. Therefore, 1  0 which
@f
 0. f is non-decreasing with the increase
implies that @
i
u
t
of i ði 2 ð0; nri mi Þ.

Pnri þR

 þ
qi;j

@1
@pi0

@1
¼ 0 where pi0 ¼ 0:6027. Therefore, 1 decreases when
@pi0
pi0 < 0:6027 while it increases when pi0 > 0:6027. When
pi0 ¼ 0:6027, 1 obtains the minimum value 1 ¼ 0:5488j.

we have
@pi0

Let 1 ¼ jð3ðpi0 Þ4  5ðpi0 Þ3 þ 4ðpi0 Þ2  2pi0 þ 1Þ. We obtain
while when

. From Equation (4) and

nri 1

(32)

@pi

 nri Þ  @ji .

Theorem 2 illustrates that a smaller i ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ
results in a smaller Lði Þ while they are constrained by
Equation (30). Therefore, it is crucial to obtain
PSthe best

estimator ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ with a minimum
i¼1 Lði Þ.
i
r
Since p0 2 ½0; 1, the maximum value of f is ni mi for each
queue. Therefore, the upper bound of f is fmax ¼
mini2f1;...;Sg fnri mi g, i.e., f 2 ½0; fmax . Equation (31) means
that f is determined by pi0 . Both of them depend on i .
The RSS (Request Stream Splitting) algorithm obtains i
(i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg) by changing f from 0 to fmax . For each f, i
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is iteratively estimated by the binary
P search method as
depicted in Algorithm 2. Since L ¼ Si¼1 i might be more
i
or less than , i is normalized by 
L , which is denoted by



i . The best estimator ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ obtains the minimum
P
S
~
i¼1 Lði Þ in terms of Theorem 3. RSS is described in
Algorithm 3.
For a given f, i is iteratively searched by the following
binary search procedure. The lower bound min and the
upper bound max of requests are initialized to 0.001 and
nri mi respectively. Theorem 3 demonstrates that f increases
max
, pi0 and f1 are calcuwith an increase of i . For i ¼ min þ
2
lated by Equations (4) and (31) respectively. If f1  f, f
increases with the increase of i , which implies that i
max þmin
min
locates in ½min ; max þ
, i.e., max
and min
2
2
max þmin
otherwise.
The
procedure
terminates
when
2
max  min > .

TABLE 2
An Example on Arrival Rate Estimation
min
0.001
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.9567
0.9848
0.9848

max

i

f1

1.80
1.80
1.35
1.1254
1.0129
1.0129
1.0129
0.9989

0.90
1.35
1.1254
1.0129
0.9567
0.9848
0.9989
0.9919

0.0408
0.0835
0.0618
0.0511
0.0458
0.0484
0.0497
0.0491

To illustrate the process of Algorithm 3, the same
example for Algorithm 2 is used with S = 2, ~
nr = (3, 2),
m1 = 0.6, m2 = 0.8. The results are shown in Table 3 and the
final arrival rate splitting vector is (1.46,1.54). The time
complexity of Algorithm 3 is OðmaxðS; log ð1000fmax ÞÞÞ.

Algorithm 2. Arrival Rate Estimation (ARE)
Input: nri ; mi ; R; f; 
1 begin
2 min
0:001, max
nri mi ;
3 while max  min >  do
max þmin
4
i
;
2
5
Calculate f1 by Equation (31);
6
if f1  f then
7
max
i ;
8
else
i ;
9
min
10 return i .

To illustrate the procedure of Algorithm 2, the following example is given:  = 3, R = 2, u = 10, nri = 3,  = 0.1,
mi = 0.6, f = 0.0494. According to the given parameters,
the values calculated by Algorithm 2 are shown in
Table r2. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
n m
Oðlog ð i i ÞÞ.

Algorithm 3. Request Stream Splitting (RSS) Algorithm
Input: ; m1 ; . . . ; mS ; ~
nr ; R; Z
1 begin
2 L
0, fmax
1000, fmin
0;
3 for i ¼ 1 to S do
4
i
nri mi , L
L þ i ;
5
Calculate f in terms of Equation (31);
6
if fmax > f then
7
fmax
f;
8 while fmax  fmin  0:001 do
fmin þfmax
9
f
;
2
10
L
0, L
0, F
0;
11
for i ¼ 1 to S do
12
Calculate i by Algorithm 2;
13
~i
i , L
L þ i ;
14
if L <  then
15
fmin
f;
16
else
17
fmax
f;
18 for i ¼ 1 to S do
 ~
19
i
L i ;
20 return ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ.

4.2 Request Allocation
Theorem 1 illustrates that a smaller response time Tios leads
to a higher profit of Qi (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg) with i . To maximize
the total profit, it is desirable to obtain the minimum Tios of
each queue Qi (i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg). RSS obtains the optimal
request split, i.e., how to optimally split requests. However,
which requests should be allocated to each Qi
(i 2 f1; . . . ; Sg) has a great impact on Tios . Besides the newly
arriving requests, there are some requests in Qi waiting to
be processed. Since the processing time of each request is
given, Tios depends on the waiting time that is affected by
the number of requests in Qi . Therefore, minimizing Tios is
related to minimizing the number of requests in Qi , i.e.,
maximizing the total profit implies minimizing the number
of requests in the system.
For each queue Qi with arrival rate i and nri servers, the

ratio i ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ indicates the probability of a new
request to be allocated to Qi . The Poisson process of arriving
requests means that the arriving requests allocated to each
queue also follow a Poisson distribution with rate i . Therefore, each queue system can be constructed using an
x ¼ ð~
x1 ; . . . ; ~
xS Þ is represented
M=M=nri =nri þ R model [1]. ~
as a system state where ~
xi 2 f0; 1; . . . ; nri þ Rg ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ
is the number of requests in Qi . When a new request arrives at
the system, the Controller allocates the request to a certain
queue using the following strategy.
Let a ¼ i ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ be an action which means that
the new request is assigned to Qi . The request allocation
procedure is a semi-Markov decision problem that makes
TABLE 3
An Example on Request Stream Splitting
fmin
0
0.0494
0.0740
0.0864
0.0925
0.0925
0.0925

fmax

f

0.0987
0.0987
0.0987
0.0987
0.0987
0.0956
0.0941

0.0494
0.0740
0.0864
0.0925
0.0956
0.0941
0.0949

~
(1.5777,1.4223)
(1.5165,1.4835)
(1.4887,1.5113)
(1.4671,1.5239)
(1.4642,1.5358)
(1.4620,1.5380)
(1.4631,1.5369)
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0

the allocation decision only when a new request arrives.
For an initial state ~
x, the new request
takes either the
S
1
;
.
.
.
;
Þ
allocation
policy.
action
a
or
the
ð






 

S 
X


j
D ~
x; a; 1 ; . . . ; S
¼ vi ð~
vj ð~
xi Þ 
xj Þ:



j¼1

(33)

P 
Since Sj¼1 j vj ð~
xj Þ is independent to the action a ¼ i, it is
desirable to allocate the new request to Qi to obtain
mini2f1;...;Sg vi ð~
xi Þ.
During the dynamic request coming/departure process
from the ~
xi state first returning to the empty state of Qi , the
xi Þ and the expected
total expected number of requests is Ki ð~
xi Þ. By defining
time is Ti ð~
wi ð~
xi Þ ¼ Ki ð~
xi Þ  Li ði ÞTi ð~
xi Þ;

(34)

we can calculate vi ð~
xi Þ using
vi ð~
xi Þ ¼ wi ð~
xi þ 1Þ  wi ð~
xi Þ:

(35)

xi Þ is obtained according to [36] as
Ki ð~
h

Ki ð~
xi Þ ¼

~
~
xi
xi mi
þ
Ki ð~
xi  1Þ
i þ ~
xi mi i þ ~
xi mi
i

þ  i
Ki ð~
xi þ 1Þ hðnri þ 1  ~
xi Þ
i þ ~
xi m i
n ~
xi  nri h 1
ð~
xi  nri þ 1Þ þ þnri
þ
nri mi  i 2
io

xi  nri Þ:
þ r i  hð~
ni m i   i

i
i þmi

1

B
B 2mi
B  þ2m
i
Ai ¼ B
B i
B
@





x; a; ð 1 ; . . . ; S Þ is the difference between them, which
D ~
is defined as the total expected number of requests in the
system over an infinitely long period of time. According
to [36], minimizing the numberof requests in the
 system


x; a; ð 1 ; . . . ; S Þ for each
is equivalent to minimizing D ~
state ~
x. The semi-Markov decision problem can be solved
by the one-step policy improvement (OSPI) procedure


that consists of two steps
(i) calculating
ð 1 ; . . . ; S Þ
 [39]:





x; a; ð 1 ; . . . ; S Þ by the OSPI
and (ii) computing D ~
procedure.
Let vi ðjÞ represent the difference of the number of
expected requests in Qi between starting from j þ 1 requests
and
j requests
 from
 over an infinitely long period of time.


x; a; ð 1 ; . . . ; S Þ of each state ~
D ~
x with action a ¼ i can be
calculated by
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~ is
and B


~¼
B

1
..

..

.

nri mi
i þnri mi

1

C
C
C
C;
C
C
A


1
2
nri
;
;...; 
:
i þ mi i þ mi
i þ nri mi

þ

i


þ

i
Ti ð~
xi þ 1Þ hðnri þ 1  ~
xi Þ
þ~
xi m i

~
xi  nri
þ Ti ðnri Þ hð~
xi  nri Þ:
nri ui  i

(37)

Similarly, Ti ð0Þ ¼ 0 and let T~i ¼ ðTi ð1Þ; . . . ; Ti ðnri þ RÞÞ. The
nri equations derived from Equation (37) can be denoted as
~i where
Ai T~i> ¼ C


1
1
1
~i ¼
:
;
;
.
.
.
;
C
i þ mi i þ mi
i þ nri mi

Algorithm 4. Elimination Method
^ m1 ; . . . ; mS ; ~
~
Input: ;
nr ; R; u; N
1 begin
2 K
0, T
0, ~
y ~
0;
3 for i ¼ 1 to S do
1
~ ~
~
~C
~1
~1 ;
4
A
0, B;
0, B
B
i þmi , C1
r
5
for j ¼ 1 to ni do
6
Ajj
1;
7
if 1 < j < nri then
i
jmi
8
Ajðj1Þ
i þjmi , Ajðjþ1Þ
i þjmi ;
j
1
~j
~
9
C
i þmi ;
i þmi ; Bj
10
else
jmi
11
Ajðj1Þ
i þjmi ;
j
1
~j
~j
,B
;
12
C


i þmi

i þmi

for j ¼ 2 to nri do
A
Ajj
Ajj  A jðj1Þ Aðj1Þj ;
ðj1Þðj1Þ

A

16

Ajðjþ1Þ  A jðj1Þ Aðj1Þðjþ1Þ ;
Ajðjþ1Þ
ðj1Þðj1Þ
~j  Ajðj1Þ B
~j1 ;
~j
B
B

17

~j
C

15

There are nri þ R þ 1 states corresponding to the number
of requests in Qi . Since Ki ð0Þ ¼ 0, there are ni þ R
xi Þ ð~
xi 2 f1; 2; . . . ; ni gÞ which can
unknown quantities Ki ð~
be solved by the nri equations determined by Equa~i ¼ ðKi ð1Þ; . . . ; Ki ðnr þ RÞÞ. The nr equation (36). Let K
i
i
~i where Ai is
~> ¼ B
tions can be represented as Ai K
i

i
i þ2mi

xi Þ is calculated by
According to [36], Ti ð~

~
1
xi m i
Ti ð~
xi Þ ¼
þ
Ti ð~
xi  1Þ
i þ ~
xi mi i þ ~
xi m i

13
14

(36)

.

1

Aðj1Þðj1Þ

~j  Ajðj1Þ C
~j1 , Ajðj1Þ
C
A
ðj1Þðj1Þ

~j
B
Ajj

~j
C
Ajj

18

~j
K

19

for j ¼ nri to 1 do

20
21
22
23
24

~j
K

, T~j

0;

;

~j A
~
B
jðjþ1Þ Kjþ1
Ajj

, T~j

~j A
~
C
jðjþ1Þ Tjþ1
Ajj

;

for j ¼ nri þ 1 to Ni do
~j ; T~j by Equations (36) and (37);
Calculate K
~ Ti
Ki
K,
T~;
return K; T
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~ ¼ ðN1 ; . . . ; NS Þ in which Ni ¼ nr þ R is the maximal
Let N
i
~i and T~i can be calculated by the
number of requests in Qi . K
xi Þ is comelimination method as depicted in Algorithm 4. wi ð~
xi Þ by Equation (35).
puted in terms of Equation (34) and vi ð~
The new request is allocated to the queue with index
xi Þ to minimize the actual response time.
arg mini2f1;...;Sg vi ð~
i
According
to [40], the actual response time of the jth request in
Qi calculated by the one-step policy improvement method is
Tijos


1
1 
¼ hðj þ 1 
ðTi ðjÞ  Ti ðj  1Þ  Þpinr þ
mi i mi

1
j  nri
1 
r
:
þ hðj  ni Þ TiðjÞ  Ti ðj  1Þ   r
Þpinr þ
mi ni mi  i i mi
nri Þ

The expected actual response time of the requests in Qi is
Pnri þR i os
Tios ¼ j¼1
pj Tij . If Tios is less than 1, no more requests are
processed because of the constant arrival rate . Therefore,
Tios is calculated by

Tios

¼

hðTios

 1Þ

nri þR

X

pij Tijos þ hð1  Tios Þ:

(38)

j¼0

The RA (Request Allocation) procedure is described in
Algorithm 5. The above example is used to illustrate Algorithm 5. Based on the split arrival rate vector ð1:59; 1:41Þ
obtained by Algorithm 3, the results obtained are shown in
Table 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 4 is OðSmaxi2f1;...;Sg
2
ðNi ÞÞ and that of Algorithm
 5 is OðS maxi2f1;...;Sg ðNi ÞÞ ¼
O S 2 ðmaxi2f1;...;Sg ðnri Þ þ RÞ .

Algorithm 5. Request Allocation (RA) Algorithm
^ m1 ; . . . ; mS ; ~
~
Input: ;
nr ; R; u; N
1 begin
2 Compute K; T by calling Algorithm 4;
3 for i ¼ 1 to S do
4
Calculate Li using the Equation (5);
5
for j ¼ 1 to Ni do
6
wij
Kij  Li Tij ;
~ ~
7 X
0; ~
x
0, q
1;
8 for i ¼ 1 to S do
9
Calculate Li using the Equation (5);
10
for j ¼ 1 to Ni do
11
wij
Kij  Li Tij ;
12 vi1
wi1 , viNi
10;
13 for j ¼ 2 to Ni  1 do
14
vij
wij  wiðj1Þ ;
~ do
15 while ~
xN
16
for i ¼ 1 to S do
~
17
yi
við~xi þ1Þ ;
~
18
vmin
y1 ;
19
for i ¼ 2 to S do
20
if ~
yi < vmin then
~
21
vmin
yi , j
i;
~
~
22
xj
xj þ 1, q
q þ 1;
23 for i ¼ 1 to S do
24
Calculate Tios in terms of Equation (38);
25 return T os

TABLE 4
The Request Allocation Example
^

~
K

T~

T os

1.4631

(3.26, 3.91, 3.07,
(1.92, 2.02, 1.42,
1.23
24.77,52.51)
2.97,5.94)
1.5369 (1.27, 1.29, 433.14, 822.11) (0.96, 0.81, 15.84, 31.68) 2.57

4.3 Adjustment of the Number of Servers
Since the total profit is impacted by the number of servers, it
is possible to obtain a better total profit by adjusting the
number of servers. The Server Number Adjustment (SNA)
algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 6.
The probability Pio of requests to be processed by ondemand servers is calculated by Equation (9). The number
i Pio
of on-demand servers is computed by noi
. The
mi
total profit b is calculated by Equation (10). Because different server rates result in various ranges, the neighborhood
0
nr1
structure N sj ðj 2 f1; 2; . . . ; dgÞ for nri ði 2 f1; . . . ; SgÞ of ~
0
r
is changed to ni
j, where d represents the number of
neighborhood structures. It is obvious that jN s1 j  jN s2 j 
0
s
s
nr be the neighborhood of
. . .  jN d j and jN j j ¼ 2jS. Let ~
r
~
n1 , which is determined by the neighborhood structures
N sj ðj 2 f1; 2; . . . ; dgÞ. The time complexity of Algorithm 6 is
OðSÞ.
Algorithm 6. Server Number Adjustment (SNA)
1
2
3
4

Input: ð1 ; . . . ; S Þ; T os ; ~
nr1 ; k1 ; k2
begin
b0
0;
for i ¼ 1 to S do
Calculate the probability Pio by Equation (9);

5

noi

6

b
r0

0

i Pio
mi

b þ
0

~
nr1 , k3

7

~
n

8

return ~
nr ; b0

0

;

i adTvos e
i

 nri cri v  noi coi dTvos edm1i e;
0

ð1Þk2 bk22þ1c, nrk1

i
0

nrk1 þ k3 ;

To illustrate the process of the overall Multi-Queue
Request Scheduling (MQRS, Algorithm 1), the same example for Algorithm 3 is used with v = 720, cr1 = 1.59, cr2 = 2.13,
co1 = 3.99, co2 = 5.31, a = 20, and d=2. Fig. 2 shows the MQRS
process for searching the optimal number of servers to maximize the total profit. The optimal solution for each loop is
in gray color. According to , the initial number of servers
is ~
nr = (3,2). If k = 0, the profit for the number of reserved
nr =
servers ~
nr = (3,2) is estimated. The neighbor set of ~
s
(3,2) is N 1 = {(2,2), (4,2), (3,1), (3,3)} when k = 1.
The arrival rate  = 3 is split into two rates 1.46 and 1.54
by Algorithm 3. All the requests are allocated to the two
s
queues by Algorithm 5. The profit of each element in N 1 is
calculated by Algorithm 6. The neighbors (2,2) and (3,1) are
not considered because they violate the i  nri mi constraint. By comparing the neighbors, the optimal solution
(4,2) is obtained. The neighbor set of (4,2) is obtained
N s2 ={(4,1), (4,3), (5,2), (3,2), (4,0), (4,4), (2,2), (6,2)} when k =
2 while neighbors (4,0) and (2,2) do not satisfy the i  nri mi
constraint. Similarly, the optimal solution (5,2) is obtained.
nr .
The procedure stops because ~
nr = (5,0) = ~
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the overall MQRS process.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the proposed MQRS framework, there are five system
parameters and one algorithm component which are calibrated over real life instances. Moreover, the proposed
MQRS algorithm is evaluated by comparing it against three
similar algorithms over both simulated and real instances.
All compared algorithms are coded in Matlab 2017b and
run on an Intel Core i7-4770 CPU @3.20 GHz with 8 GBytes
of RAM.

5.1 Parameter and Component Calibration
In cloud centers for profit maximization, the commonly
tested parameters are: the long term rental period parameter v, the income per request a, the arrival rate , the queue
capacity R and the delay rate u. In [2], most of these parameters are given in advance. To statistically analyze the effects
of the system parameters on the proposed algorithm framework, we calibrated these parameters over randomly generated test instances.
Since the values of the calibrated parameters should be as
close as possible to real life scenarios, we set the parameter
configurations according to the Alibaba cloud2 and Azure
data sets [43] as: v 2{720, 4,320, 8,640} (hours), a 2{20, 30,
40},  2{{1, ..., 10}, {11, ..., 20}, {21, ..., 30}, {31, ..., 40}}, R 2{1,
6, 10}, u 2{5, 10, 15}. In addition, the total server types S = 6
using the general instances by Alibaba cloud: the server
rates m 2{0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2}, the prices for the reserved
servers cr 2{0.27, 0.53, 1.06, 1.59, 2.13, 3.19}(¥) and the prices
for the on-demand servers co 2{0.66, 1.33, 2.66, 3.99, 5.31,
7.97}(¥). Although the server type S is determined, the number of server is dynamic. Furthermore, there is an algorithm
parameter which takes values d 2 {1, 2, 3, 4}. Therefore,
there are 3 3 4 3 3 ¼ 324 parameter combinations
and 1 4 ¼ 4 component combinations in total. Five instances are generated randomly for each arrival rate , i.e., five
instances are generated for each combination, that is, 324
2. https://www.aliyun.com

4 5 = 6,480 instances in total are tested for calibrating the
parameters and the component combinations.
Experimental results are analyzed by the multi-factor
analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical technique. Three
main hypotheses (normality, homoscedasticity, and independence of the residuals) are checked from the residuals of
the experiments. All three hypotheses can be accepted considering the well-known robustness of the ANOVA technique. The resulting p-values are less than 0.05, meaning
that all studied factors have a significant impact on the
response variables at the 95 percent confidence level within
the ANOVA.
The mean plot of the six studied factors on the total profit
b with 95 percent HSD (Tukey’s Honest Significance Differences) intervals is shown in Fig. 3 and we can observe that:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

v greatly influences the total profit b. b increases
with the increase in v. The differences are statistically significant. b becomes the minimum when v =
720. The reason lies in that a higher v implies a
higher profit.
Similarly, a has a great impact on b and the differences are statistically significant. b increases with an
increase in a. b takes the minimum value when a ¼
10 because a bigger a implies more profits.
 exerts a great influence on b. With an increase in the
upper bound of , b increases with statistically significant differences. b is minimum when  takes values
from f1; . . . ; 10g. The reason lies in that fewer arriving
requests translate as expected into few profits.
R has some minor influence on b. With an increase in
R, the influence on b decreases a little. A greater R
results in an increase in waiting time of requests.
d has little influence on b with statistically insignificant
differences. With an increase in d, the cardinal number
of the neighbor set increases. More choices are evaluated to adjust the number of servers. The profit tends
to be more stable with an increase in d because the final
solution is searched more intensively.
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Fig. 3. The mean plots of the six studied parameters with 95 percent confidence level Tukey HSD intervals.

Fig. 4. The mean plots of the interaction between algorithms and parameters with 95 percent confidence level intervals.

(vi)

The statistical differences of u on b are insignificant.
With an increase in u, the impatience time decreases.

5.2 Algorithms Comparison
Implementing multiple parallel queues involves more design
options compared to the single queues [34]. Unfortunately,
few existing research considers stochastic requests allocated
to a multi-queue system. A representative work is the distribution algorithm (DA) [21] that is proposed to solve the load
distribution problem for multiple queues with a server in
each queue. DA is adopted in one of non-observable parallel
queues which does not consider the OSPI procedure. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare
four algorithms: MQRSD , MQRSA , MQRSR and DA [21].
MQRSD , MQRSA and MQRSR are based on the proposed
MQRS framework with different request stream splitting processes. More specifically, MQRSD splits the request stream
using the RSS algorithm. MQRSA averagely splits the request
stream based on the number of server types while MQRSR
conducts the request stream according to the proportion
which is the total service rate of all servers in each queue to
that of the system. The four algorithms are compared using
both randomly generated simulation instances and the real

instances provided by AuverGrid3 and the real production
Cluster-trace-v20184 published by the Alibaba Group for parallel systems where requests are processed by reserved or ondemand servers.

5.2.1

Performance Comparison on Simulated
Instances
Since there are no benchmark instances for the considered
problem, we first compare the four algorithms across simulated instances. In terms of the calibrated results in Section 5.1,
the system parameters v (the time period for the reserved servers) 2{720, 4,320, 8,640}, a (income per request) 2{20, 30, 40}, 
(arrival rates of requests) 2{{1, . . . , 10}, {11, . . . , 20}, {21, . . . ,
30}, {31, . . . , 40}}, R = 6 (queue capacity) and 1u = 0.1 (expected
MWT of consumers) are tested along with the algorithm component d = 2. Five instances are randomly generated for each
of the 36 combinations, i.e., 180 instances are tested on each of
the four algorithms. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4, we can observe that with an increase in v,
MQRSD obtains the best profit. The profit of MQRSR is
3. http://gwa.ewi.tudelft.nl/datasets/gwa-t-4-auvergrid
4. https://github.com/alibaba/clusterdata
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TABLE 5
Comparison of the MQRS Algorithms and DA
MQRSA

DA[21]

MQRSD

MQRSR

b (Total profit)
1,155,410 2,418,690 2,496,470 2,376,320
CPU time (Second)
26
4787
227
203

smaller than that of MQRSD while it is better than that of
MQRSR . MQRSA always demonstrates the worst profit performance among MQRSD , MQRSR and DA. With an
increase in a from 20 to 40, MQRSD always obtains the largest profit whereas MQRSA obtains the smallest. Only when
a takes 40, there is small difference among MQRSD , MQRSR
and DA algorithms. The results also indicate that a higher a
value results in a better profit for MQRSD .
When the arrival rate  takes a value from f1; . . . ; 10g and
f11; . . . ; 20g, the profit obtained by MQRSD is slightly larger
than those of the other three algorithms. MQRSR always
obtains a higher profit than DA. In other words, with an
increase in , MQRSD is the most effective method. MQRSA
always shows the worst profit performance among the four
compared algorithms.
To compare the algorithms comprehensively, the total
profit and CPU times are shown in Table 5. From Table 5, it
can be observed that the profits of MQRSD , MQRSR and
MQRSA are 2,496,470, 2,376,320 and 1,155,410, respectively.
The profit of DA is 2,418,690 which is better than that of
MQRSR but worse than that of MQRSD . MQRSD uses 227s
of computation time, which is acceptable in practice. The
CPU time of MQRSA and MQRSR is 26s and 203s respectively because MQRSA and MQRSR are deterministic in the
request splitting procedure. DA is the most time-consuming
method which spends the longest CPU time even if it does
not include the OSPI procedure.

5.2.2 Performance Comparison on Real Life Instances
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm in real
world applications, the VM workload data set provided by
Microsoft Azure [43] and the real production Cluster-tracev2018 published by the Alibaba Group are tested.
According to Microsoft Azure [43], the lifetime of 87.4 percent5 of VMs is within 12.5 hours, i.e., the service rate of VMs is
0.08 per hour. To thoroughly evaluate the proposed MQRS,
we take the service rate from {0.08, 0.17, 0.25, 0.33, 0.41, 0.5,
0.67, 0.75, 0.83, 0.92, 1, 3}. The arrival rate  takes values from
{1, 2, 3, ..., 40}. Based on m1 , the prices for renting faster
reserved and on-demand servers are 0:27ðmm1i þ iÞði 2
f2; . . . ; SgÞ and 0:66ðmm1i þ iÞði 2 f2; . . . ; SgÞ (¥) respectively.
The other parameters are identical to those in the simulation.
The comparison results on different algorithms are shown in
Fig. 5. According to Fig. 5, MQRSA always obtains the minimum profit when   32. When  is between 1 and 18, the
profit curves of MQRSD , MQRSR and DA are intertwined,
i.e., the superiority changes dynamically. When  > 32, the
profit of MQRSR fluctuates significantly because the proportion split results in local optimal solutions. In addition, when 
5. https://azurecloudpublicdataset.blob.core.windows.net/
azurepublicdataset/sosp_data/lifetime.txt

Fig. 5. Profit comparison among different algorithms.

Fig. 6. Profit difference comparison among different algorithms and
MQRSD .

is bigger than 18, MQRSD outperforms the other two and
MQRSR outperforms DA. These results are in accordance
with those obtained in random instances.
The real production Cluster-trace-v2018 published by the
Alibaba Group, which contains eight-day sample data from
one of the production clusters, is also tested. By analyzing
the start time6 of the requests, the arriving time intervals
are obtained. The distributions of each request is Poisson
and the execution time of each server is exponential with
different arrival and service rates which have been calibrated in [31]. According to start time and end time,7 the
execution times of servers are calculated where service rates
are 0.80, 1.69, 4.98, 6.77, 7.71, 10.54, respectively. Other
parameters are identical to those in the simulation. The difference from the profit of MQRSD to all the algorithms are
compared in Fig. 6. From the figure we can observe that
with the increase of , the difference increases. When  is
between 1 and 18, the profit difference curves of MQRSD ,
MQRSR and DA are intertwined, i.e., the superiority
changes dynamically. When  is bigger than 18, MQRSD
outperforms the other two and MQRSR outperforms DA.
These results are in accordance with those obtained in the
Microsoft Azure instances.
6. http://clusterdata2018pubcn.oss-cn-beijing.aliyuncs.com/batch
task.tar.gz
7. http://clusterdata2018pubcn.oss-cn-beijing.aliyuncs.com/batch
instance.tar.gz
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, a multi-queue system is constructed to maximize the total profit for service providers by specially considering impatient service consumers of e.g., call centers. An
MQRS (Multi-Queue Request Scheduling) algorithm framework is proposed for the considered problem. Several methods are developed to determine the number of reserved
servers and to calculate the probability of the expected number of on-demand servers. All parameters and components of
the proposed algorithm framework are calibrated by the
multi-factor analysis of variance statistical technique over a
comprehensive set of random instances. The results show that
for a long time period, the income per request and the arrival
rates have a statistically significant influence, whereas the
queue capacity and the delay rate have little impact, on the
profit performance of the proposed algorithms. By comparing
the proposed algorithms with the state-of-the-art algorithm
DA (distribution algorithm) for a similar problem on both
simulated and real life instances, our results demonstrate that:
MQRSA always obtains the worst profit among the four compared algorithms, MQRSR is sometimes better than the others,
and DA is generally worse than MQRSD . MQRSD mostly outperforms the other three algorithms across a comprehensive
set of real life instances with acceptable computation times.
The reason lies in that the proposed stream splitting method
adaptively divides the request stream in terms of the service
rates, i.e., all servers work in balanced loads.
For heterogeneous cloud centers, there are still many
open research issues that are worth studying in the future,
e.g., the arrival rates of requests could be relaxed to more
practical distributions, and similarly for more realistic service rates of cloud servers.
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